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AT A GLANCE 

• Learn how to leverage Oracle 

Coherence to help you 

manage the growing volume 

of data and data updates 

required by your business 

• Learn how Oracle Coherence 

can support your technology 

strategies including SOA, 

Event Driven Architecture 

(EDA), Java and Virtualization 

• Create a clear deployment 

plan with practical advice on 

testing Oracle Coherence in 

your development and 

production environments  

• Learn how to optimize the 

performance of Oracle 

Coherence in production 

environments 

• Knowledge transfer on Oracle 

Coherence deployment and 

tuning practices from Oracle 

Experts to your team 

 

 

 

 

OTHER SERVICES 

You may also be interested in 

the following Oracle Expert 

Services: 

• Oracle Application Server 

Installation Service 

• Oracle Enterprise Manager 

Quick Start Service 

• Oracle SOA Enablement 

Service 

• Oracle SOA Architecture and 

Infrastructure Service 

 

 

 

 

 
In today’s business environments “Time is money” – this is not just 

a cliché.  For most mission-critical applications—such as trading 

systems, risk analysis applications, logistics management, and 

online order and support systems—time is money.  When choosing 

an IT strategy, corporations must rely on solutions that ensure data 

availability, reliability, performance and scalability. Users demand 

continuous availability of information with 100 percent reliability, 

even in the event of hardware or software outages.  Oracle 

Coherence provides a continuously available in-memory data 

management solution for ensuring reliability and high availability.  

The Oracle Coherence Performance Tuning and Deployment 

Service is designed to ensure that your Oracle Coherence system is 

optimally tuned and correctly deployed against your production 

applications, to meet the demands of your business.  Oracle Experts 

will help you with the tuning and deployment of Oracle Coherence 

system for your production systems and will leverage Oracle best 

practices gained from many Oracle Coherence projects. 

Scope of Offering 

Oracle Coherence can significantly optimize the performance of existing high 

volume stateful Web and Java applications by integrating your middleware 

infrastructure state with an in-memory data grid using a push/pull model.  The big 

issues facing most customers when getting Oracle Coherence to production include 

“how can I ensure that I reduce my risk when deploying Oracle Coherence from 

my development to my production environment” to more technical considerations 

“How do I change my cache objects in a production system?”  These are typical 

questions the Oracle Coherence Performance Tuning and Deployment Service can 

help you resolve.  

Oracle Experts will work with you and your team using their practical experience 

and production checklists to help you validate and verify Oracle Coherence in your 

development environments.  We will work with you to create a testing and 

deployment strategy for Oracle Coherence in your environments to help you 

minimize any potential risks when deploying onto your production environments.  

Our Oracle Experts will work with your team to get the most out of your 

environment by leveraging the Oracle best practices, and tuning and performance 
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ORACLE CONSULTING 

DIFFERENTIATORS 

• Oracle Expertise in delivering 

best practices using 

standardized 

methodology, process, 

tools, and resources 

• Breadth of Services for Your 

Needs to integrate 

functional, technical, and 

change management 

services necessary for 

optimal user adoption 

• Aligned with Your Goals with 

a cost-effective and 

comprehensive solution 

resulting in project 

success 

 

 

guidelines for Oracle Coherence gained from many customer deployments.   

Key Requirements 

• This offering is only open to customers who have purchased Oracle 

Coherence and have a current Oracle Support contract 

• Customer must provide a supported development environment onto which 

an Oracle Coherence environment will be set-up 

• Other system requirements also apply, please contact Oracle Consulting 

Services for further details 

Major Deliverables   

The following deliverables will be generated from this service: 

• Deployment roadmap for Oracle Coherence into production in your 

organization 

• Recommendations for final pre-production testing strategies for Oracle 

Coherence to minimize risks when moving to production environment 

• Deployment check-list to minimize risk when deploying to production 

• Guidance on best practices for performance and tuning of your Oracle 

Coherence installation where applicable, including, but not limited to: OS 

tuning, Network tuning, JVM tuning, Coherence Network tuning 

• Formal presentation and a summary report of findings as a result of the 

Oracle Coherence Performance Tuning and Deployment Service  

• Knowledge transfer to your team during the install, set-up, and integration 

phase of the engagement on Oracle Coherence  

Getting Started 

To learn more, please contact your local Oracle Consulting representative, email 

xps-apac_ww@oracle.com, or visit www.oracle.com/consulting. 
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